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Rotational perturbations in Neveu-Schwarz–Neveu-Schwarz string cosmology
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First order rotational perturbations of the flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric are considered in the
framework of four dimensional Neveu-Schwarz–Neveu-Schwarz string cosmological models coupled with
dilaton and axion fields. For theH field we use the solitonic ansatz, assuming that it is a function of time only.
The decay rate of rotation depends mainly upon the dilaton field potentialU. The equation for rotation imposes
strong limitations upon the functional form ofU, restricting the allowed potentials to two: the trivial caseU
50 and a generalized exponential type potential. In these two models the metric rotation function can be
obtained in an exact analytic form in both Einstein and string frames. In the potential-free case the decay of
rotational perturbations is governed by an arbitrary function of time while in the presence of a potential the
rotation tends rapidly to zero in both Einstein and string frames.
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I. INTRODUCTION

On an astronomical scale, rotation is a basic property
cosmic objects. The rotation of planets, stars, and gala
inspired Gamow to suggest that the Universe is rotating
the angular momentum of stars and galaxies could be a re
of the cosmic vorticity@1#. But even though observationa
evidence of cosmological rotation has been reported@2–5#, it
is still a subject of controversy. From the analysis of mic
wave background anisotropy Collins and Hawking@6# and
Barrow, Juszkiewicz, and Sonoda@7# have found some very
tight limits on the cosmological vorticity,Tobs.33105TH ,
whereTobs is the actual rotation period of our Universe a
TH5(1;2)31010 yr is the Hubble time. Therefore ou
present day Universe is rotating very slowly, if at all.

From a theoretical point of view in 1949 Go¨del @8# gave
his famous example of a rotating cosmological solution
the Einstein gravitational field equations. The Go¨del metric,
describing a dust Universe with energy densityr in the pres-
ence of a negative cosmological constantL is

ds25
1

2v2 F2~dt1exdz!21dx21dy21
1

2
e2xdz2G . ~1!

In this model the angular velocity of the cosmic rotation
given byv254pr52L. Gödel also discussed the possib
ity of a cosmic explanation of the galactic rotation@8#. This
rotating solution has attracted considerable interest bec
the corresponding Universes possess the property of cl
timelike curves.
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The investigation of rotating and rotating-expanding U
verses generated a large amount of literature in the field
general relativity, the combination of rotation with expansi
in realistic cosmological models being one of the most di
cult tasks in cosmology~see Ref.@9# for a recent review of
the expansion-rotation problem in general relativity!. Hence
rotating solutions of the gravitational field equations can
be excludeda priori. But this raises the question of why th
Universe rotates so slowly. This problem can also be na
rally solved in the framework of the inflationary model. Ell
and Olive@10# and Gro”n and Soleng@11# pointed out that if
the Universe came into being as a miniuniverse of Pla
dimensions and went directly into an inflationary epo
driven by a scalar field with a flat potential, due to the no
rotation of the false vacuum and the exponential expans
during inflation the cosmic vorticity has decayed by a fac
of about 102145. The most important diluting effect of the
order of 102116 is due to the relative density of the rotatin
fluid compared to the nonrotating decay products of the fa
vacuum@11#. Inflationary cosmology also ruled out the po
sibility that the vorticity of galaxies and stars are of cosm
origin.

While scalar field-driven inflationary models resolv
many problems of the conventional cosmology, inflationa
cosmology is still facing the initial singularity problem. T
solve it Gasperini and Veneziano@12# initiated a program,
known as pre-big-bang cosmology, which is based on
low-energy effective action resulting from string theory. A
the lowest order in the string frame the Neveu-Schwar
Neveu-Schwarz~NS-NS! sector of the four-dimensiona
string effective action is given by

Ŝ5E d4xA2ĝe22fH R̂1k̂~¹f!22
1

12
Ĥ [3]

2 2Û~f!J ,

~2!
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whereHmnl5] [mBnl] is the antisymmetric tensor field,k̂ is
the generalized dilaton coupling constant (k̂54 for string
theory! and Û(f) the dilaton potential. Under certain cir
cumstances, this low-energy string action possesses a
metry property, called scale factor duality, which lets us
pect that the present phase of the Universe is preceded b
inflationary pre-big-bang phase.

The possibility of constructing dual solutions is related
the admission of axion fields in the physical model. For s
tially homogeneous string cosmologies
(311)-dimensional low-energy bosonic string theory t
most general form of the antisymmetricH-field tensor de-
rived from a purely time-dependent potential was derived
Barrow and Kunze@13#. The homogeneous three-formH
with a homogeneous potential can have at most three c
ponents. The manifestation of duality and asymptotic beh
ior of the solutions in exact inhomogeneous and anisotro
solutions of low-energy string theory with dilaton and axi
fields was considered in Ref.@14#. In general the axion-
dilaton system is decoupled from the gravitational ba
ground due to cylindrical symmetry. The impact of dual
upon these models is more subtle than in homogeneous
mological models, because of the presence of inhomog
ities. For a homogeneous rotating Go¨del-type space-time the
axion cannot be introduced in the Einstein frame but play
crucial role in the string frame@15#. Explicit dual solutions
can be constructed for each Bianchi space-time, except
anchi class A types VIII and IX models@16#. Duality trans-
formations for backgrounds with non-Abelian isometri
were obtained, by using either a Lagrangian or a Ham
tonian approach, in Ref.@17#. Non-Abelian dualities are o
great interest in physical cosmology since some of the m
interesting cosmological models have non-Abelian rat
than Abelian isometries, important problems such as the
ness cannot even be addressed without considering cosm
gies with non-Abelian isometries~Bianchi types V and IX!.

By means of the conformal rescalinggmn5e22fĝmn , the
action~2! can be transformed to the so-called Einstein fra
as

S5E d4xA2gH R2k~¹f!22
1

12
e24fH [3]

2 2U~f!J ,

~3!

wherek562k̂, U(f)5e2fÛ(f), andH [3]
2 is the square of

the antisymmetric field with respect to the metricgmn . The
H field satisfies the integrability condition] [mHnla]50. Ge-
nerically, in these types of models the dynamics of the U
verse is dominated by massless bosonic fields.

Starting from the actions~2!,~3! cosmological models in
which the Universe starts out in a cold dilaton-domina
contracting phase, goes through a bounce and then eme
as an expanding Friedmann-Robertson-Walker~FRW! Uni-
verse have been explicitly constructed~for a recent and ex-
tensive review of pre-big-bang cosmology see Ref.@18#!.
Exact solutions for the Go¨del metric in string theory for the
full O(a8) action including both dilaton and axion field
have been obtained by Barrow and Dabrowski@15# who also
10401
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showed that in low-energy effective string theories Go¨del
space-times need not contain closed time-like curves. In
absence of the axion field these solutions display a sim
relation between the angular velocityv of the Gödel Uni-
verse and the inverse string tensiona8 of the form v2

51/a8.
It is the purpose of the present paper to investigate, in

framework of the low energy string effective actions~2!,~3!,
the rotational perturbations of FRW type cosmological mo
els in both Einstein and string frames and to find to wh
extent the possibility of a rotating and expanding Unive
can be incorporated to these types of models. As a gen
result we find that for a dilaton and axion fields filled Un
verse the rotational perturbations always decay due to
presence of a dilaton field potential. For a potential-free
laton field the long-time behavior of rotation is governed
an arbitrary function of time, whose explicit mathematic
form cannot be determined in the framework of the first
der perturbation theory.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
obtain the basic equations describing rotational perturbat
of string cosmologies in a flat FRW background. The evo
tion of rotational perturbations in Einstein frames is cons
ered in Sec. III. The rotation in the string frame is analyz
in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we conclude our results.

II. GEOMETRY, FIELD EQUATIONS
AND CONSEQUENCES

In four dimensions, every three-form field can be dualiz
to a pseudoscalar. Thus, an appropriate ansa¨tz for theH field
is Hmnl5(1/A2g)e4femnlr]rh, where emnlr

52d [0
m d1

nd2
ld3]

r and h5h(t) is the Kalb-Ramond axion
field. The gravitational field equations derived from the a
tion ~3! are

Rmn2k]mf]nf2
1

2
e4f]mh]nh2

1

2
gmnU~f!50, ~4!

¹2f2
1

k
e4f~]h!22

1

2k
]fU~f!50, ~5!

]m~A2ge4f]mh!50. ~6!

In the Einstein frame the rotationally perturbed metric c
be expressed in terms of the usual coordinates in the f
@19#

ds252dt21a2~ t !F dr2

12kr2
1r 2~du21sin2udw2!G

22V~ t,r !a2~ t !r 2 sin2udtdw, ~7!

where V(t,r ) is the metric rotation function. AlthoughV
plays a role in the ‘‘dragging’’ of local inertial frames, it i
not the angular velocity of these frames, except for the s
cial case when it coincides with the angular velocity of t
matter fields.
3-2
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We assume that rotation is sufficiently slow so that dev
tions from spherical symmetry can be neglected. For the s
of mathematical simplicity and physical clarity we consid
only the case of the flat geometry corresponding tok50.
Then to first order inV the gravitational and field equation
become

6
ä

a
12kḟ21e4fḣ22U~f!50, ~8!

2
ä

a
14

ȧ2

a2
2U~f!50, ~9!

f̈13
ȧḟ

a
2

1

k
e4fḣ21

1

2k
]fU~f!50, ~10!

ḧ14ḣḟ13
ȧḣ

a
50, ~11!

3
ȧ

a
] rV~ t,r !1] t] rV~ t,r !50, ~12!

] r
2V~ t,r !1

4

r
] rV~ t,r !2V~ t,r !~2äa14ȧ2!50. ~13!

The axion and dilaton field equations are unperturbed
the first order inV. This justifies the assumption of homo
geneity in the rotation to first order. Equations~12! and~13!
follow from the $13% and $03% components of the Einstei
equation~4!, respectively.

Equation~11! can be integrated to give

ḣ5Ce24fa23, ~14!

with C>0 an arbitrary constant of integration. Using E
~14! the evolution equation of the dilaton field~10! becomes

2ka23
d

dt
~a3ḟ !22C2e24fa261

dU~f!

df
50. ~15!

Multiplication of Eq. ~15! with a6ḟ leads to the following
first integral of the dilaton field equation:

2ka6ḟ21C2e24f12E a6U̇~ t !dt52kf0 , ~16!

with f0 a constant of integration. The elimination of th
term 6ä/a between the field equations~8! and ~9! gives

12a4ȧ222ka6ḟ22C2e24f22a6U~f!50. ~17!

Therefore from Eqs.~16! and ~17! we obtain the follow-
ing consistency condition relating the scale factora(t) to the
dilaton field potential:

6a4ȧ21E a6U̇~ t !dt5a6U~f!1kf0 . ~18!
10401
-
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o

In the present paper we are primarily interested in the e
lution of the metric rotation functionV(t,r ). Equation~12!
can be integrated to obtain

V~ t,r !5F~r !a23~ t !1G~ t !, ~19!

with G(t) an arbitrary function of time. Therefore from Eq
~13! and ~9! it follows that the functionF(r ) must obey the
equation

d2F~r !

dr2
1

4

r

dF~r !

dr
2a2~ t !U~f!@F~r !1G~ t !a3~ t !#50.

~20!

In order to find the physical interpretation ofG(t), we
consider the dynamics of a test particle in the perturbed m
ric ~7!. The equations of motion aredua/ds1Gmn

a umun50,
whereum is the four velocity of test particle andGmn

a is the
Christoffel symbol of the metric. To simplify the calculation
we consider only the first order corrections to the metric inV
and assume that test particles have small velocities, thus
taining only terms which are linear in velocity. Consequen
we obtain

u051,
du1

dt
52

2ȧ

a
u1,

du2

dt
52

2ȧ

a
u2,

du3

dt
5

2ȧ

a
V1V̇2

2ȧ

a
u3. ~21!

By integrating Eq.~21! we find

u15
u0

1

a2~ t !
, u25

u0
2

a2~ t !
, u35

u0
3

a2~ t !
1

F~r !

a3~ t !
1G~ t !,

~22!

with u0
i ,i 51,2,3 constants of integration. In the limit o

large t, a(t)→` and we haveu1→0, u2→0, and u3

5G(t). ThereforeG(t) represents the azimuthal velocity o
a test particle as measured in the limit of large time~by an
observer at an infinite distance in time!. At the timet5t` the
test particle will have shifted in azimuth by (Dw)particle

5*0
t`G(t)dt, having an angular velocity vparticle

5(Dw)particle/Dt5G(t`). Thus G(t) describes the large
time deviations from the radial path due to rotation. Prese
day observations impose a strong restriction on the num
cal value of the angular velocity of the Universe of the for
G(t`),10215 yr21 @7#. Hence in realistic cosmologica
modelsG must tend to zero in the large time limit.

III. EVOLUTION OF ROTATIONAL PERTURBATIONS IN
THE EINSTEIN FRAME

The behavior of the rotational perturbations of the isot
pic flat FRW cosmological models essentially depends u
the dilaton potential and the functionG(t). The form of Eq.
~20! governing the spatial part of the metric rotation functi
imposes strong constraints on the functional form ofU(f).
3-3
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There aretwo and only twoforms of the dilaton field poten
tial which make the rotation equation~20! mathematically
consistent.

A. Case I: U„f…Ä0

For U(f)[0, Eq. ~20! can be immediately integrated t
give

F~r !5F12F0r 23, ~23!

with F0 ,F1 arbitrary constants of integration. From the fie
equation~9! we obtain the scale factora(t) in the form

a~ t !5a0t1/3, ~24!

where a0 is an arbitrary constant of integration. For th
model the deceleration parameterq, defined as q

5dH21/dt21, H5ȧ/a, is given byq52. The sign of the
deceleration parameter shows that the cosmological m
inflates or not—negative sign for the inflationary evoluti
while a positive sign corresponds to standard decelera
expansion. Therefore in the absence of a dilaton potentia
cosmological evolution of the axion and dilaton fields fille
slowly rotating Universe is noninflationary.

With a vanishing dilaton potential the first integral~16! of
the dilaton field equation leads to the following general re
resentation of the conformal transformation factor:

e2f(t)5A C2

2kf0
coshS 2Af0E dt

a3D . ~25!

With the use of Eq.~24! we find

e2f(t)5A C2

8kf0
~ ts1t2s!, ~26!

wheres52Af0a0
23. For the Kalb-Ramond field we obtain

h~ t !5h02
2kAf0

C

1

t2s11
. ~27!

Equation~18! gives the following consistency condition fo
the integration constants:

a0
65

3

2
kf0 . ~28!

With the use of Eq.~28! we can expresss ass5A8/3k.
For string theoryk52 ands5A4/3. For an arbitrary posi-
tive k in the rangekP(0,̀ ) we havesP(`,0). Therefore
the time evolution of the dilaton and axion fields is entire
determined by the string coupling constantk.

The metric rotation function behaves as

V~ t,r !5a0
23t21~F12F0r 23!1G~ t !. ~29!

In the large time limit the behavior of the rotational pertu
bations of the axion and dilaton fields filled Universe is go
erned in the Einstein frame by the arbitrary functi
10401
el

g
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G(t), limt→`V(t,r )5 limt→`G(t). In order to fix our
original assumption of small rotation, we would expect th
the functionG(t) has the faster or at least equal fall off 1/t.

B. Case II: U„f…ÄU0
2aÀ2

„t…

The second case in which the rotation equation~20! can
be integrated is for a dilaton field potential satisfying t
condition

U~f!5U0
2a22~ t !, ~30!

with constantU0. Then Eq.~20! fixes the arbitrary function
G(t) as

G~ t !U~f!a5~ t !5U0
2G~ t !a3~ t !5G0U0

2 , ~31!

with G0 an arbitrary constant. ConsequentlyG(t)
5G0a23(t). With this choice Eq.~20! becomes

d2F~r !

dr2
1

4

r

dF~r !

dr
2U0

2F~r !5G0U0
2 . ~32!

Therefore the spatial part of the rotation function is given

F~r !5r 23@U0
2r ~AeU0r1Be2U0r !2U0~AeU0r2Be2U0r !#

2G0 , ~33!

where A and B are arbitrary constants of integration. Th
solution is not regular in the originr 50.

The evolution of the scale factor of the Universe can
obtained from Eq.~9!, which with the potential~30! becomes

2aä14ȧ25U0
2 , ~34!

and has the general solution

t2t05E a2da

AK1U0
2a4/4

, ~35!

with K an arbitrary constant of integration. Substitution
Eq. ~18! gives the consistency condition

6K5kf0 . ~36!

The behavior of the dilaton fieldf is described, as a
function of the parametera, by the equation

2ka2S K1
U0

2

4
a4D S df

daD 2

1C2e24f2U0
2a452kf0 ,

~37!

which follows from Eq.~16!. The potential cannot be ex
pressed as a function of the dilaton field in terms of elem
tary functions. In the small-time limita→0 the dilaton field
obeys the equation

2kKa2S df

daD 2

52kf02C2e24f, ~38!
3-4
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with the general solution

e2f5A C2

8kf0
~a2Af0 /K1a22Af0 /K!'A C2

8kf0
a22Af0 /K.

~39!

The solution of Eq.~35! can be represented in terms
elliptical functions, but in order to have a better physic
insight we consider only the solution corresponding to
large time behavior of the model, when the conditi
U0

2a4/4@K holds with a very good approximation. This
equivalent to taking the arbitrary integration constantK50.
Consequently from Eq.~36! we also havef050. Therefore
in this limit the Einstein frame time evolution of the sca
factor of the rotationally perturbed flat FRW model is giv
by

a~ t !5
U0

2
t. ~40!

In this case the deceleration parameter is given byq50. The
evolution of the Universe is at the exact limit separati
inflationary and noninflationary phases.

The dilaton field equation~16! can be written in the form

kU0
6t6ḟ2132C2e24f22U0

6t450. ~41!

By introducing a new variabley5e2f, Eq. ~41! becomes

ẏ21
32C2

kU0
6 S y

t D
6

2
2

k S y

t D
2

50. ~42!

With the substitutiony5ut the general solution of Eq.~42!
is given by

t5t0

@D~u!21#a

@D~u!2Ak/2#b@D~u!11#g
, k5” 2, ~43!

t5t0S D~u!21

D~u!11D 1/8

expF2
1

4~D~u!21!G , kÞ2,

~44!

where D(u)5A1216C2u4/U0
6, a2154(A2/k21), b21

52(2/k21), g2154(A2/k11), andt0 is a constant of in-
tegration.

Therefore the evolution of the dilaton field, dilaton pote
tial and axion field can be represented in the following ex
parametric form:

e2f5u22t22, U~f!54t22, ~45!

and

h~u!5Ak

2

8Ct0
2

U0
3 E u3@D~u!21#2adu

@D~u!2Ak/2#2b11@D~u!11#2g
,

k52, ~46!
10401
l
e
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h~u!5
8Ct0

2

U0
3 E u3

@D~u!21#23/4

@D~u!11#1/4

3expF2
1

2@D~u!21#Gdu, k52, ~47!

respectively. The dilaton and the axion fields are defin
only for values of the parameteru so thatu< 1

2 U0
3/2C21/2.

Therefore during the cosmological evolution the dilaton fie
satisfies the conditionef>2C1/2U0

23/2t21. For the dilaton
potential we obtainU(f)<U0

3C21e2f.
The time evolution of the dilaton and Kalb-Ramond axi

fields are represented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The
namics of these fields essentially depend on the string c
pling constantk. For k,2 the dilaton field tends to infinity
in the small time limit and for larget decreases rapidly to
zero. Fork>2, however, the dilaton field is zero att5t0
50 and is a monotonically increasing function of time. T
time variation of the axion shows an opposite dynamics.
k,2 the axion field is zero at the initial stages of the ev

FIG. 2. Einstein frame dynamics of the axion fieldh ~in units of
106) for the nonvanishing dilaton potential for different values
the string coupling constantk: k51 ~solid curve!, k53/2 ~dotted
curve!, k52 ~short-dashed curve!, andk53 ~long-dashed curve!.
We have used the normalizations 16C2/U0

651 andt051/A2.

FIG. 1. Einstein frame time evolution of the conformal transfo
mation factore2f ~in units of 106) in the case of nonvanishing
potential dilaton field for different values of the parameterk: k51
~solid curve!, k53/2 ~dotted curve!, k52 ~short-dashed curve!,
and k53 ~long-dashed curve!. We have used the normalization
16C2/U0

651 andt051.
3-5
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lution of the Universe and then it rapidly increases in tim
For k>2 the axion field tends to infinity fort5t050 but in
the large time limith→0.

The dilaton field potential can be expressed as a func
of the dilaton fieldf in the formU(f)54u2e2f. Generally
the dilaton field potential can be represented in the fo
U(f)5g(f)e2f, with g(f) a function which does not have
in the present case, an analytical representation. For inte
of time whenu can be considered a constant or a slow
varying function of time, the potential-dilaton field depe
dence is of pure exponential type.

The rotation function is

V~ t,r !58U0
22t23r 23@U0r ~AeU0r1Be2U0r !

2~AeU0r2Be2U0r !#. ~48!

The time decay of the rotation is inverse proportional to
third power of the time. In the large time limit we hav
limt→`V(t,r )50. Therefore in the Einstein frame in th
presence of an exponential type dilaton field potential th
is a rapid decay of the rotational perturbations of the FR
Universe.

For C50, that is, for a constant axion field, which can
chosen, without any loss of generality, to be zero, Eq.~41!
gives

e2f(t)5w0
2tA8/k, ~49!

w05const. In this case in the large time limit the dilaton fie
is an increasing function of time.

It is interesting to note that if the dilaton potential is
nonzero constant,U(f)[L, then the rotation equation~20!
implies a5const. In this case the field equations beco
inconsistent unlessL50. Therefore the first order rotationa
perturbations of the FRW cosmological models does not s
port the existence of a cosmological constant in the Eins
frame.

IV. ROTATIONAL PERTURBATIONS IN THE STRING
FRAME

We consider now the evolution of the rotational met
function in the string frame. In this frame the components
the metric tensor are given byĝmn5e2f(t)gmn . If we define
a new time variablet̂ by means of the transformationd t̂
5ef(t)dt, then in the string frame the line element of th
rotationally perturbed metric is given by

dŝ252d t̂21â2~ t̂ !F dr2

12kr2
1r 2~du21sin2udw2!G

22V~ t̂ ,r !â2~ t̂ !e2f( t̂ )r 2 sin2ud t̂dw, ~50!

whereâ2( t̂ )5e2f( t̂ )a2( t̂ ).
In the case of the potential free dilaton field the stri

frame cosmological timet̂ is defined according tot̂
5(C2/8kf0)1/4*Ats1t2sdt. In the large time limit we ob-
tain t̂; t̂0t (s12)/2, with t̂052(C2/8kf0)1/4/(s12). The cos-
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mological time in the string frame is proportional to the co
mological time in the Einstein frame. The conform
transformation factor, also describing the dilaton field evo
tion, becomesef;(C2/8kf0)1/4( t̂ / t̂0)s/(s12). For the string
frame scale factor we find

â~ t̂ !;â0~ t̂ / t̂0!(3s12)/(3s16), ~51!

where â05a0(C2/8kf0)1/4. The metric tensor componen
ĝ03 can be represented as

ĝ03;22S C2

8kf0
D 21/4Fa0

21S t̂

t̂0
D (3s22)/(3s16)

~F12F0r 23!

1a0
2S t̂

t̂0
D (3s14)/(3s16)

Ĝ~ t̂ !G r 2 sin2u. ~52!

The string frame decay of the rotational perturbations
again governed by the arbitrary functionĜ( t̂ ), describing in
the string frame the large-time deviation of the trajectory o
test particle from the radial path. The Kalb-Ramond field
h( t̂ );h0 approaching to a constant.

The second situation for which the rotation equation d
scribing the string frame evolution of the slowly rotatin
Universe has a solution corresponds to the exponential
dilaton potential. We restrict again our analysis to theK
50 case only. Then defining the cosmological string fra
time ast̂5 t̂01*efdt, t̂05const and introducing a new var
ableh5A2/kD(u), 0<h<A2/k, the general solution of the
field equations can be represented in the following ex
parametric form:

t̂~h!5 t̂01
kAC

2U0
3/2E hdh

~12h!~12kh2/2!5/4
, ~53!

â~h!5AC/U0~12kh2/2!21/4, ~54!

ef(h)5
2AC

t0U0
3/2~12kh2/2!21/4

3expF2
k

4E hdh

~12h!~12kh2/2!
G , ~55!

Û~h!5
U0

3

C
~12kh2/2!1/2, ~56!

h~h!5
kt0

2U0
3

8C E
hexpFk

2E hdh

~12h!~12kh2/2!
G

12h
dh.

~57!

The spatial distribution of the rotation function is d
scribed by Eq.~33!. The temporal behavior of the strin
frame metric tensor componentĝ03 is governed by the
function
3-6
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f̂ ~h!;~12kh2/2!21/4expF2
k

2E hdh

~12h!~12kh2/2!
G .

~58!

In the limit of smallh, h→0(u→1), from Eq.~53! we
obtain kh2/2'2U0

3/2C21/2t̂ . Therefore in the small time

limit the scale factor behaves asâ( t̂ )'AC/U0(1
22U0

3/2C21/2t̂ )21/4. In the string frame and in the presen
of the exponential type dilaton potential the slowly rotati
Universe starts its evolution from a nonsingular state w
â(0)5AC/U05” 0. For the dilaton and axion fields we obta
ef( t̂ )'2AC/U0

3exp(2AU0
3/Ct̂/2) and h( t̂ )'ĥ0

1(U0
6t0

2/32C)exp(AU0
3/Ct̂), respectively. At the early be

ginning of the Universe the time behavior ofĝ03 is given by
f̂ ( t̂ )'exp(22AU0

3/Ct̂).

The time evolutions of the scale factorâ, dilaton fieldf,
dilaton potentialÛ, axion fieldh, andĝ03 as functions of the
string frame cosmological time are represented in Figs. 3
The scale factor is represented in Fig. 3 for differentk. In the
string frame the evolution of the Universe starts from a n
singular state, with the Einstein frame singularity of the sc

FIG. 3. String frame time evolution of the scale factorâ in the
case of nonvanishing potential dilaton field for different values
the parameterk: k51 ~solid curve!, k53/2 ~dotted curve!, k52
~short-dashed curve!, andk53 ~long-dashed curve!. We have used
the normalizationsAC/2U0

3/251 and AC/U051, leading to C
5U051/2.

FIG. 4. String frame time dynamics of the dilaton field potent

Û for different values of the parameterk: k51 ~solid curve!, k
53/2 ~dotted curve!, k52 ~short-dashed curve!, andk53 ~long-
dashed curve!. We have used the normalizationU0

3/C51/4.
10401
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factora(t)5U0t/2 removed by the conformal transformatio
efa51/u. The dynamics of the dilaton field potential, pr

sented in Fig. 4, shows a monotonically decrease ofÛ and in

the large time limitÛ→0. In Fig. 5 we represented the dy
namics of the dilaton fieldf. Independently of the values o
the string coupling constantk, in the large time limit we
havef→0. Hence at the end of the cosmological evoluti
both the dilaton field and dilaton field potential vanish. B
the axion field time variation, presented in Fig. 6, shows
rapid time increase ofh, with h→` in the large time limit.
Therefore in this model in the large time limit the dynami
of the Universe is governed by the Kalb-Ramond axion fie

In the string frame the time behavior of the rotation
perturbations, presented in Fig. 7 is similar to that in t
Einstein frame, in the large time limitĝ03→0. If in the Ein-
stein frame the time decay of the rotation is given by a pow
law, being proportional tot23, in the string frame the first
order rotational perturbations decay exponentially.

The string frame deceleration parameterq̂ is given, as a
function of h, by

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the axion fieldh as a function of
string frame cosmological time in the case of nonvanishing pot
tial dilaton field for different values of the parameterk: k51 ~solid
curve!, k53/2 ~dotted curve!, k52 ~short-dashed curve!, and k
53 ~long-dashed curve!. We have used the normalizationst0

54A2 andAC/2U0
3/251.

f

l

FIG. 5. Variation of the dilaton fieldf as a function of the

string frame cosmological timet̂ in the case of nonvanishing dila
ton potential for different values of the parameterk: k51 ~solid
curve!, k53/2 ~dotted curve!, k52 ~short-dashed curve!, and k
53 ~long-dashed curve!. We have used the normalizationst051
andAC/2U0

3/251.
3-7
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q̂~h!5
4

k

12kh2/2

h~12h!
. ~59!

The time evolution of the deceleration parameter is rep
sented in Fig. 8. The dynamics ofq̂ is dependent of the string
coupling constantk. For k,2, since values ofh.1 are
allowed the Universe ends in the large time limit in an infl
tionary phase. Fork>2 generallyq̂.0 and hence the string
frame evolution is noninflationary. In this case in the lar
time limit q̂→0 and therefore the Universe ends at the ex
limit separating inflationary and noninflationary phases.

For a vanishing axion field the general solution in t
string frame can be obtained in an exact form. The str
frame cosmological timet̂ is related to the Einstein fram
cosmological timet by means of the relationt̂5@w0 /(A2/k
11)#tA2/k11. The scale factor has the same behavior as
the Einstein frame, being given by

â~ t̂ !5â0 t̂ , ~60!

with â05U0(A2/k11)/2. For this model in the string fram
the rotational perturbations

FIG. 7. Time decay of the rotational perturbationsf̂ as a func-
tion of the string frame cosmological time in the case of nonv
ishing potential dilaton field for different values of the parameterk:
k51 ~solid curve!, k53/2 ~dotted curve!, k52 ~short-dashed
curve!, andk53 ~long-dashed curve!. We have used the norma
ization AC/2U0

3/251.

FIG. 8. String frame evolution of the deceleration parameteq̂
for different values of the string coupling constantk: k51 ~solid
curve!, k53/2 ~dotted curve!, k52 ~short-dashed curve!, and k
53 ~long-dashed curve!. We have used the normalizatio
AC/2U0

3/251.
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ĝ03; t̂ (A2/k21)/(A2/k11)@U0
2r ~AeU0r1Be2U0r !2U0~AeU0r

2Be2U0r !#r 21 sin2u, ~61!

may decay (k.2), increase (k,2), or be independent (k

52) with respect to the timet̂ .

V. DISCUSSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

In this paper we have analyzed rotational perturbations
homogeneous flat isotropic FRW in NS-NS string cosm
ogy. To first order in the metric rotation function the fie
equations reduce to the unperturbed field equations in a
tion to two equations determining the rotation functio
V(t,r ). The decay of the rotation is basically determined
the dilaton field potential. The field equations impose stro
constraints upon the functional form ofU(f), and except the
trivial form U(f)50 only one other form is allowed by th
mathematical structure of the theory. In the Einstein fra
the rotation function can be generally represented as a p
uct of two independent functions, one depending on time
the other onr, plus a functionG(t) depending on the cos
mological time only. From a physical point of viewG(t)
represents the azimuthal velocity of a test particle as m
sured by an observer in the infinite future.

If the dilaton field potential is zero, the large-time evol
tion of the rotational perturbations is determined by the
bitrary function of timeG(t) in both Einstein and string
frames. Therefore in this case the initial rotation of the U
verse may not decay to zero in the large time limit and th
the possibility of a global rotation in the present day Un
verse is not excluded in this model. On the other hand
arbitrary character of the functionG(t) and the absence of
physical mechanism excluding in a natural way rapid la
time rotation of the Universe raises the question if a dila
potential free pre-big-bang type cosmological model can l
to a correct description of the dynamics of our Univers
This situation is somehow similar to the behavior of the a
isotropy in the Bianchi type I space-times in pre-big-ba
cosmological models. In the absence of the dilaton field
tential a Bianchi type I space-time does not isotropize,
geometry being of Kasner type for all times@20,21#. There-
fore in standard pre-big-bang cosmological models with p
dilaton and axion fields neither the initial rotation nor th
initial anisotropies can be washed out as a result of the
pansionary evolution of the Universe. Of course this conc
sion is model and parameters dependent. In the presen
per, and also in Ref.@21#, a particular model of the
pseudoscalar axion field, the so-called solitonic ansath
5h(t), has been used.

It is possible to consider more general situations with
axion field having a spatial dependence,h5h(t,x) @22#.
Four-dimensional FRW and Bianchi type I models for th
case have been obtained by Copeland, Lahiri, and Wa
@22#, by assuming that theH-field energy-momentum tenso
is homogeneous and isotropic on average. In a flat sp
time the axion field can be decomposed into Fourier mo
h5(qhq(h)exp(iqix

i) ~h is the FRW conformal time coordi
nate!, with qi a spatial comoving three-vector. The soliton

-

3-8
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ansatz corresponds toq25( iqi
2→0. The equation of motion

for axion can also be solved in the caseq2→` ~the elemen-
tary ansatz!. With this choice theH field is decoupled from
the dilaton which appears, in the Einstein frame, as a m
mally coupled scalar field. The energy-momentum of the
ion field is trace-free~of radiation type!, given by2^ (h)T0

0&
5Ma24(t), ^ (h)Tm

m&53Ma24(t), M5const. The energy-
momentum tensor of the dilaton field behaves as a stiff flu
with 2^ (f)T0

0&5^ (f)Tm
m&5Na26(t), N5const. The physi-

cal model generally corresponds to the evolution of two n
interacting fluids. But as one can easily check, in this c
and in the absence of a dilaton field potential the rotatio
perturbation equations~12! and~13! are mathematically con
sistent only fora5const. Therefore first order rotational pe
turbations do not support the elementary ansatz for the p
doscalar axion field.

For a nonzero dilaton potential the rotation equation~20!
and the field equations completely determine the form of
potential. Therefore neitherU(f) nor G(t) are arbitrary pa-
rameters of the theory. In the Einstein frame the dilaton fi
potential, can be represented, as a function of time, i
parametric form, witha taken as parameter, as

t2t05E a2da

AK1U0
2a4/4

, U~a!5U0
2a22. ~62!

This mathematical form of the potential is the only one
lowed by the mathematical structure of the field equations
the limit of small a, a→0, the time dependence of th
potential is given byU(t)5U0

2(3AKt)22/3. In the limit of
large t, corresponding to largea, we obtainU(t)54/t2.

In the small-time limit the scale factor behaves asa
5(3AKt)1/3 and the use of Eq.~39! leads to a potential-
dilaton field dependence of the exponential form

U~f!5Le2xf, ~63!

where L5U0
2(8kf0 /C2)Af0 /K/25const and x5Af0 /K

5const.
The exponential type potentials play an important role

particle physics and cosmology. An exponential poten
arises from compactification of the higher-dimensional
pergravity in the four-dimensional effective Kaluza-Kle
theories or from superstring theories. The moduli fields
sociated with the geometry of the extra dimensions in str
or Kaluza-Klein theories may have effective exponential p
tentials due to the curvature of the internal spaces or to
interaction of the moduli with form fields on the intern
spaces. Exponential potentials can also arise due to the
perturbative effects such as gaugino condensation~for a dis-
cussion of the role of exponential potentials in cosmolo
see Ref.@20#, and references therein!. In the large time limit
the potential is a generalized exponential one, of the fo
U(f)5g(f)e2f. The functiong(f) cannot be expressed i
terms of elementary functions. In the string frame and in
same limit the dilaton field potential can be represented
Û(f)5e2fU(f)54e2f/t2.
10401
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In the presence of the dilaton field potential there is
rapid decay of the rotational perturbations. The rotat
equation~20! fixes not only the form of the potential but als
determines the mathematical form of the functionG(t),
which in the Einstein frame is inversely proportional to t
third power of the scale factor. Hence in an expanding U
verse the rotational perturbations decrease rapidly, the lo
time decay of the rotation being given by a power law in t
Einstein and by an exponential term in the string fram
Therefore in the large time limit the azimuthal velocity of
test particle is rigorously zero or very small.

In the spatially isotropic and flat FRW Universe, the e
fective superstring action is invariant under the discreteZ2

transformationâ→â(d)51/â, f→f (d)5f26 ln â @12#, that
inverts the cosmological scale factor and shifts the value
the dilaton field. This transformation maps an expanding c
mological solution onto a contracting one. But since t
theory is also invariant under time reversalt̂ (d)52 t̂ , the
contracting solution may be mapped onto a new expand
solution. The Hubble expansion parameterĤ5d ln â/dt̂ is
invariant under the simultaneous application of scale fac
duality and time reversal, but its first derivative changes si
The new solution will represent a superinflationary cosm
ogy characterized by the condition of the positivity of th
first time derivative of the scale factor and of the Hubb
parameter and of the second derivative of the scale fac
This is the feature that forms the basis of the pre-big-ba
scenario@12#. For the case of the vanishing axion field th
string frame scale factor of the Universe is given by Eq.~60!,
satisfyingdâ/d t̂5â05const.0 andd2â/d t̂250. The dual
scale factor isâ(d)5â0

21 t̂21, with the corresponding Hubble
parameterĤ (d)521/t̂51/t̂ (d). The Hubble parameter ha
the propertiesdĤ(d)/d t̂.0,dĤ(d)/d t̂(d),0, while the dual
scale factor obeys the restrictionsdâ(d)/d t̂,0,dâ(d)/d t̂(d)

.0. Therefore the axion-field free solution with the sca
factor linearly increasing in time cannot represent a supe
flationary cosmological evolution.

The general physical requirement of the very small~or
zero! rotation of the late-time Universe also imposes, in t
very early stages of cosmological evolution, the simul
neous presence of both of the axion fieldh5h(t) and of the
dilaton field potentialU(f).

If the Kalb-Ramond fieldh is zero, even in the presenc
of U(f), the rotational perturbations in the string frame a
governed by the numerical value of the string coupling co
stant k. In this case the Universe is not rotating for larg
cosmological times only ifk.2. For string theoryk52 and
for a zeroh field the corresponding dilatonic Universe rotat
for all times.

The observational evidence that our Universe is rotat
very slowly or at all imposes a major constraint on realis
cosmological models. The first order rotational perturbat
theory analyzed in the present paper could be relevant for
understanding of the transient period from a rotating init
state of our Universe to an expansionary one.
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